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Reduction of Monitoring

CONFLICTING STANDARDS

The firsr sort of problem is one of the standards themselves. There could
be a complete lack of standards, in which case one does not have any basis for
self-regulation (e.g., Karoly, 1993). More common, though, is the problem in
which one has multiple standards that are inconsistent, conflicting, or otherwise
incompatible. If the person has several conflicting sets of standards, then it is
very difficult to decide which one to use as the basis for self-regulation. Shake-
speare's Hamlet, for example, depicted a young man torn betrveen conflicting
standards. On the one hand, he felt his duty as a prince to be loyal to his king,
the man whom his mother had married and who had generally treated him well.
On the other hand, he suspected the king to be a usurper who had murdered
Hamlet's own father, and if these suspicions were correct it was his duty as a
son to avenge his father's death. Caught between these incompatible obliga-
tions, Harnlet spent much of the drama paralyzed b1, indecision, ruminaring
about the proper colrrse of action, misbehaving in various ways, and even seenr-
ing to lapse into madness.

Empirical evidence supports the view that seif-regrilation is severely ham-
pered by conflicting standards. \X/hen people have multiple, conflicting goals,
they become unable to manage themselves effectrvely. Paralysis, confusior.r, irnd
other dysfunctional patterns result, just as they did for Hamlet. Emmons and
King (1988) showed that conflicting goals tend to produce rumination rather
than action, and in consequence the person fails to make progress toward any
goals. Van Hook and Higgins (1988) showed that discrepant, conflicing self-
guides (i.e., internal sets of standards) lead to muddled, indecisive, unsure, re-
be llious responses, confusion about identity' and emotional disrress. They noted
that these internal conflicts make self-assessment difficult, which contributes to
self-regulatory difficulties.

Maphet and Miller (1,982) provided similar evidence in a study with chil-
dren that was based on the assumption that self-control derives from the inter:-
nalization of instructions originating with an external, controlling agent. These
researchers showed that children could effectively obey instructions that pro-
hibited a certain behavior, even weeks after the prohibition was expressed. If
the two authority figures (in this case, two experimenters) disagreed about the
rules, however, the child was not likely to conform to their instructions.

REDUCTION OF MONITORING

A second prominent cause of self-regulation failure arises when the person
ceases to monitor what he or she is doing. As we saw, effective self-reguiation
requires that the person frequently evaluates self and actions against the rele-
vant standards, to see how one is measuring up. \7hen the monitoring function
breaks down, self-regulation becomes difficult if not impossible. In an authori-
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General Patterns and
Mechanisms of

Self-Regulation Failure

Thepurposeofthischapteristooutlinesolnebroadideasandtheortes
about how self-regr,l"rlo,-t faiis. Thes.."., th.,t be examined' tested' and refined

in further chapters, in which we examine what is known about specific spheres

of self-regulation failure' 1r r--:^- r^ir,,*o. ,,-,lorrprrt.,rlr1
There are two main categortes of self-regulation failur e: underregulation

refers to a failure ,o ."..a contrll over oneself, and misregula,tion refets to exert-

ing controf m 
" 

*"yifr", f"if to bring uUout t'he desired iesult' or particularly in

^ 
way that leads to some alternative result. underregulation is more studied'

although recently ,o*. .uid.nce has accumulated about misregulation too' Ac-

cordingly we shall emphasize underregulation.In any case, the fwo are quite dif-

ferent and follow different processes, so it is necessary to analyzethem separately'

Logically, ,r;;;-Oh,'r.rppor. ,fr", t.r".,fring in the nature of ouerregula'

tion would be a ;.;t"C f;ii-' of ,.if ,tgulatioi failure' But overregulation

presumabl, "..oriffirir.r 
i,t g.al,.even if it puts exjra- energy into the task or

does more than is necessary, so lt ls tto, u form of failure' The only exception

would be if overregulation prod.tr.., ,o-. .t"dttirable results'' in which case it

is a form of -irr.irfurlon. io, that reason' we will not have a separate treat-

ment of overregulation'
The basic features and ingredients of self-regulation were covered in

Chapter 1. These include having t.*. ti^"aards, monitoring oneself in relation

to these standards, and altering the self's responses so as to make them conform

better to the standards. Self-regulation failuie can occur with any of those: there

can be a proble,ri*nt t no*iig,fr. ri"nJ"rar, a problem with monitoring the

self, or a probiem *lth makinglht self conform to them'

'14
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lnadequate Strength

n- is the lynch mob, that is, a group
"upom'flletr€€*t*e$"tg

violent, and deadly behavior by lynch mobs. The implication is that when peo-
ple stop monitoring their actions individually in relation to their personal stan-
dards and ideals, they become capable of performing dangerous and violent
acts that lie beyond what they would normally do.

of self-awareness may conrribute to self;g-eguh-
tion fai

,d"{. .^,- - .. ';

I t1 
e rL1 o"lll LoJ r"ng. *w+etro n .

;;i;i, foi example, has b.;;ffi'*"-%%4tr6 
'-;iffii;;iffi-tr]ffi'll, 1e81).

People lose the capacity to think about themselves, evaluate themselves, com-
pare themselves to standards, and grasp the implications of current events for
their future selves. It has long been known that under the influence of alcohol
people will do things that they would not ordinarily do, and even things that
they will later regret. One reason, apparently, is that alcohol reduces cognitive
processing in relation to the self (Hull, 1981). Self-regulation may therefore be
more likely to break down under alcoholic intoxication, allowing the person to
perform actions that would normally be inhibited or stifled (e.g., Steele &
Southwick, 1985).

Likewise, when the mind is preoccupied with other activities, the capacity
to monitor the self may be reduced. And in some cases people want to escape
from self-awareness, such as when it is unpleasant to think about the self (e.g.,
after a distressing failure experience), and the flight from self-awareness will
often be accompanied by a reduction or cessation of monitoring and, conse-
quently, by patterns of unusual and disinhibited behavior (e.g., Baumeisrer,
1991a; Heatherton & Baumeister, 1991).

INADEQUATE STRENGTH

\We suggested in Chapter 1 that self-regulation involves a kind of strengrh,
analogous to the common-sense concept of willpower. If that is correcr, then
self-regulation failure may occur when the person's strength is inadequate to

*St.ttgth 
failure is relevant to the third ingredient of self-regulation,

namely the inability to make the self conform to the relevant standards. The
I I' rFFdffFr0;T-ffiffiEifffitP@e'qffitffi.ffi.J@-

problem is not an absence or disappearance of standards, nor is it a failure to
monitor the self; indeed, the person may be quite acutely aware of the relevant
standard and of his or her failure to live up to it. But the person feels unable

17
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rative overview of the problems that plague clinical, therapeutic efforts to

;;;;; ;lf-regulation, kirr.t enbaum iltll concluded that clients' failure to

monitor their behauior is a prominent and central cause of self-regulation

failure. r. I

A failure of monitoring may be central to one of the most discussed and

conrroversial iss,res in 
"tt 

of i.i"i psychology, namely that of attitude-behavior

.orrrir,.n.y. For a.."a.r, social psychologiits studied attitudes on the assump-

;;;[;;p;ople's b.h"uior, "r. 
6"r.d onih.it attitudes' Rather abruptlv, how-

ever, the value of all that work came into question when researchers found that

assumprion to be false. 
'wick et (1969) compiled a large body of evidence to

suggest that attitudes have at best a weak 
""d 

itttottsistent relationship to be-

havior. Over the foifo*i"g two decades' attitude researchers scrambled to es-

tablish a more cornpellitr"g link between attitudes and behavior in order to

justify the studY of attitudes'
One imporr;;;;;ilnation for the frequent weakness of attitude-behav-

ior correlations was tLJt people often fail to monitor their behavior in relation

ro these attitudes. A iun ̂ ndhirhb.in 
(L977) pointed out that researchers often

measured general aitit,rd.s and then soughi iinkr ,o very situationally specific

behaviors; fo, .*u*fI., " 
,.r.urcher ttti[ht measure a general attitude about

helping other p.;iJ";;Jthen see if thoJe who held the strongest pro-helping

attitudes *.r. ulJo the most willing to give blood in response to a specific

request. Studies tit . t6"t often failJd tb"find much of a relationship' partly

because people failed to see the request to give blood as relevant to their broad

g.r.r"r uttit,ra. "u"", 
helping others. Instead, they may respond to that request

in terms of squeamishnesi ubo,rt needles, their own commitments or needs to

have all their energy that evening, o, orh., factors. Fazio, Powell, and Herr

(19g3) d.r'orrrrr"iSa ,n", g..,.ruiurritudes can predict specific behaviors-but

mainly when p."pi. ,rri"r. about these general attitudes and interpret the im-

mediate situation with reference to thei. When reminded of their broad feel-

ingsabouthelpingothers'forexample,peoplelightbemoreinclinedtothink
of a request to girie blood as a test of ttt.it helpfulness, and in such cases-that

is, when they monitor their behavior against ihe relevattt standards*their be-

r,"uio, does tend to become consistent with their attitudes.

The parado" of deindiuiduTiion is also related to issues of monitoring'

n.irr eness and evaluation apprehension' es-

pecially ", o..,rrring when J..^ p:rron feels submerged in a group of people

(e.g., Dien er,1'9i9;6ipboyt, ll.lll'The parado" *"t that the loss of individ-

uality was often ".;";p;i.a 
Uy tehavi,crs that seemingly reflected. the true

feelings and impulses of the inner self. \(hat is lost during deindividuation'

however, "pp."i, 
io t" u..y much a matter of the monitoring of self; people

cease to attend i. *fr", thei are doing and evaluate their actions against their

own person"l ,trndurds, with the resu'it that ordinary restraints and inhibitions

are suspend.d. e;;;;ently, behavior may reflect impulses and feelings that

would normallY be held in check'

9IP-espi*
(usua-Liy.sffiS.ue"l"ly"spsrssns.asfrJ-mdaf.arxjms),,]4ullen (I9S5) showed th"lHdioii .o"-
i;i;;;" 

" 
iott of i"dividual setf-awailhess were associated with more severe,

i'tilf s.:dni"qdJle

the task. In an imporrant sense. self-regulatioqjnvaly.es*a saltesr of srrengrfu
the power of the impulse nnd i*

rr*.rtoriaton this oaoe was coDied from the collsction of the National Library of Medicine by a third party and may b€ protected by U.S. Copyright law,



18 2 Ceneral Patterns and Mechanisms

to alter his or her responses to bring them into line with the desired' Pr€-

scribed ones.

The nature of the "strength" that is needed for successful self-regulatton

can be illuminated bflonsiderlng self-stopping, which we noted is probably the

first and most basic for* of self-iegulation. Research suggests that_self-stopping

involves both mental and physical exertion, as suggested by multiple srudies'

The cognitive aspect'of self-stopping was studied directly by Gilbert"

Krull, and Pelham (1988). These aut-htrs showed subjects a videotape of a

social interaction, and the videotape contained a sequence of irrelevanl and

meaningless stimuli at the bottom. Subjects in the contfol condition simply

watched the interaction on the film, and iubsequent measures showed that they

had processed the social information reasonabiy well' ln the experimentalcon-

dition, however, subjects were instructed to ignore those irrelevant and mean-

ingt.r, stimuli. "it",is ,t-routd have been easy enough; after all, the controlsubjects

igi.r.a that gibberish without being instructecl_ to do so. The experimental

subjects, however, felt they had to &.rt .or.,rol over theit gaze in order to

pr.".", ih.-r.lu", from looking at the gibberltf ", 
the bottom of the screen,

and this effort of self-control consumed sime of their attention-with the result

that they ended up with a more superficial and incomplete impression of what

had happened in the interaction they watched. Self-regulation thus appeared to

require some mental effort, to the extent that they were less able to attend fully

to what they were watching and hence less able to understand its implications'

The link berween seli-stopping and physical exertion (usually measured

in terms of physical arousal) h^t b..tt suggested by several studies' Wegner'

Shortt, Blake, 
".,.1 

Png. (1990\ showed thaf iuppressing thoughts about sex led

to an arousal ,.rponr". that was higher than aciually thinking about sex--thus'

it is arousing ro ,,of on.r.lf from"thinking about sex. Pennebaker and Chew

ifgSSl ..qrrlr.d r.rb;..,, to tell one lie mi".d in with a series of truthful re-

sponses:, and they found that the lie was associated with both the inhibition of

incidental nonverbal behaviors (presumably as a means of stopping oneself

from revealing one's untruthfulness) and increased psychophysiological arousal'

Notarius, WJmple, Ingraham, Burns, and Kollar (1982) suggested that the in-

hibition of facial ."prErrior of emotion was marked by increases in physiolog-

ical arousal. waicl nnd orn. (1,982) found that levels of socialization moderated

rhe tendency of inhibitory response conflict to generate high levels of electro-

dermal response; the impiication is that arousal responses such as anxiety' guilt'

and fear may be instrumental in enabling people to_inhibit antisocial impulses'

Thus, self-stopprng often depends on those forms of emotional arousal'
'Self-stoppinithus 

appears to involve both rne'tal and physical resollrces'

To override an im"pulse, a'habit, or some other tendency, one often has to exert

oneself both -.ni"lly and physically. The resource that makes such exertion

porsibl. can thus-b 
" ^n^lytid"r 

t kittd of strength. If a lack of strength makes

the person unable to create the necess"ry .og.ritive or physical response, self-

regulation maY fail.

lnadequate Strength 19

.. There are three main reasons that someone would have inadequate
strength for successful self-regulation: one chronic, one temporary, and one
external. The person may lack strength because he or she is a weak person who
would probably never be abie to override that same impulse. Alternatively, rhe
person may be exhausted or tired, and so he or she is unable on some particular
occasion to override a habit or irnpulse. Lastly, the impulse may be so srrong
that even someone with well-developed self-regulatory skills would be unable
to conquer it. Let us cclnsider each of these causes of weakness in turn.

The first is that of chronic weakness, and this is closest to the common-
sense notion of willpower as a character trait. It is almost certainly true that
some people have more self-discipline than others, are better arble to control
their actions and feelings, are rrore capable of resisting temptation. If self-
regulatory capacity is a kincl of strength, then like a muscle one should be able
to irrcrease its cirpacity over tirne (by exercising it frequently). Converselg it
should be vulnerable to becoming weak and incapable if it is not challenged
regularly. People who are not accustomed to conrrolling themselves should find
it difficult to do so when it suddenly becomes necessary.

Self-regulatory strength has been studied by Funder and Block (1989)
under the rubric of ego control.In their view, people differ on the trait of being
able to control impulses,, desires, and actions. Risk taking and a capacity to
resist irnmediate temptations (in order to garner greater but delayed rewards)
are related to this trait. Ego control holds similarities to what nonpsychologists
might call the trait of willpower.

The second cause is temporary. Strength is a limited resollrce that can be
depleted by multiple, simultaneous demands. Like a muscle, it rnay become
tired if it is subjected to considerable exertions in a re latively short span of time,
and so even if it is chronically strong it may iose its capacitv to function effec-
tively. At any given time, a person's strength is limited, and so when that is r-rsed

up the person should become incapable of further self-regulation.
Hence factors that consume the person's strength should contribute to

self-regulation failure. Physical tiredness should be one factor; the strength
model will predict that people will be less effective at self-regulation when they
are tired, such as late in the evening. Likewise, confronting stressful or other
circumstances that are LlnLlsually demanding should also impair self-regulation.
When going throLrgh divorce, or when coping with a busy season at work or
final ex:rminations in school, for example, people should be more likely to
erhibit breakdowns ir-i self-regulation (such as would be reflected in incrcases
ir-r smokrng, drinking, or overeating). Even the demands of a new self-regulatory
task, such :rs in settirlg out on a very tough diet, might consume so much of
one's strength that one's seif-regulatory capacity breaks down in other spheres
(such as the capacity to prevent oneself from speaking crossly to others).

A particularly interesting implication is that people's capacity for self-
regulation needs to be managed like any other limited resource. It will not be
possible to regulate everything at once. Some months will be better than others

ii.Trr"rirt nn this oaoe was cooied fiom the collection of the National Library of Medicin€ by a hird party and may be protected by U S. Copyright law.



2120 2 Ceneral Patterns and Mechanisms

to quit smoking, for example; one will be more successful at a time when other
demands on one's self-control are relatively low.

The third factor is the strength of the impulse or other response that has

to be controlled. If self-regulation depends on one response overriding another,

then the strength of the competing response may prevent the override from
occurring even if the person has a great deal of self-discipline. The notions of
an "uncontrollable impulse" or an "unstoppable desire" reflect the belief that
some responses are too strong to be regulated. Self-regulation failure is to be

expected in such cases; in general, the stronger the impulse, habit, or desire (or

other response), the greater the likelihood of self-regulation failure.
It is also important to remember that impulses and desires do not aiways

remain at the same strength but may become stronger over time. Self-regulation
may be initially successful but may eventuaily fail simply because the competing
morivation becomes too strong to be stifled. A simple example of this is the

desire to go to the bathroom. Most adults can resist that urge effectively for a

period of time, but eventually the need will be too strong to resist, regardless of
the person's resources of self-discipline and strength.

T'he fact that motivations change in strength over time, thereby making

the self-reguiatory process harder or easier, brings up the relevance of temporal
change. The next section will examine an even inore important way in r,vhich

timing affects self-regulatory failure.

PSYCHOLOGICAL INERTIA

Because we have depicted self-regulation as a matter of one response pro-
cess overriding another, the issue of timing is crucial. Two responses may com-

pete in such a way that one will have precedence at one time but another will
have precedence at another. As an example,, consider the school pupil doing
homework on a Saturday afternoon while tempted to go outside and play. Seif-

regulation is a matter of overcoming the impulse to go play, in order to make

himself persist at his work. As the afternoon wears on, the competition between

the two processes may shift repeatedly. Perhaps he was physically restless after

lunch and the ufge to play was especially strong, but later in the day that may

wear off, making it easier to continue working. Perhaps there was a rainstorm,
in which case the urge to go outside was likely to vanish entirely. Meanwhile,,
his devotion to his homework might fluctuate as a function of his encouraging

successes, his fatigue, or his frustration with it.
It is thus difficult to generalize about how timing will affect self-regula-

tion. There is one general pattern, however, that in the absence of other fluctu-

arions may prove decisive. This is the fact that response sequences apparently
are easiesr to override early in the sequence. There may be many actions that
could easily be stopped early on but may become difficult to stop once they

have gained a certain momentum.

Psychological lnertia

' This principle may be designated as psychological inertia.The rerm inertia
refers to an obsolete and discredited concept in physics, namely thar bodies in
motion have a force that impels them to continue moving. Physical motion does
not constitute or create any such force. Psychological processes, however, may
indeed gain such a force. Thus, the longer someone is doing somerhing, the
more difficult it may be to get that person to srop.

The implications for self-regulation are important. Self-regulation will be
most effective and will require the least strength when it overrides a response
as early as possible. The longer one allows an objectionable response to go on,
the harder it will be to stop it, just as a bad habit will be harder to break as it
becomes more and more ingrained.

Illustrations of inertia are not difficult to find. Consider the exarnple of
self-stopping in terms of the person who is on a diet and gets an impulsive wish
ro have some ice crearn. The diet would suffer a serious setback if the person
were to go to the freezer, get out a carton of ice cream, and eat the entire carton.
In principle, this outcome could be avoided by self-stopping ar any point along
the wrry, before the carton is ernptied. In practice, however, we suspect it will be
easiesl to accomplish this early in the sequence. If the person can avoid getting
up to walk over to the refrigeratot the diet is saved, and this might be relatively
easy. In colttrast, stoppir-rg rnay be much more difficult after the carton h:rs beer-r

taken out aud opened and the person is sitting at the rable with the first spoorrful
of ice cream already in hand. And once the person has begun seriously eating
the ice cream, interrupting the binge in progress rnay be even more difficuit.

A similar argument can probably be made about mosr other instances of
self-stopping. Consider illicit sex, for example. Anyone who has preserved his
or her virginity through high school in recent decades probably has an implicit
understanding of the principle of inertia. Refraining frorn sex is undoubtedly
much easier if one backs away after (or even before) the 6rst kiss rhan if one
waits to intervene until after an hour of passionate necking and after garments
have already been unbuttoned, unclasped, and unzipped. The longer one wairs,
the greater the effort of will that is required to override the sexual response.

The hypothesis of psychological inertia is hardly new or unique in our
analysis. Indeed, versions of this hypothesis date back at leasr ro the 1920s,
when the Zeigarnik (7927) effect was first demonstrated. The Zeigarnik effect
indicated that it is particularly difficult to interrupt a response sequence in the
middle, and that nt o.t. approaches the fulfill-.ni o, conclusion of 

" 
,.qu.n..

of actions, interruption brings increased rumination about the interrupted ac-
tivity. Presumably there would be less rumination and less desire to resume if
the response could be prevented from starting or, that failing, interrupted right
away rather than later on.

Inertia should not be overstated. As already noted, it is not the only way
in which timing is relevant to self-regulation. Sometimes things can lose their
appeal, making self-regulation easier after some satisfaction has reduced the
motivation. People do, after all, generally stop eating before they have con-

rho marcri:ton this oaoe was cooied frorn the collection of the National Library of Medicine by a third party and may be protected by U.S. Copyrir



22 2 Ceneral Patterns and Mechanisms

sumed all the food in the house. Some grow tired of rvatching b:rseball games

after seeing a couple hundred of them, and so they cease watching r'vithout

hnuing ,,, J*.r, themselves to override any desire. E,ven br-rlimic eating binges

eventrlally colne to an end. In short, there are multiple factors that can cause

responses to srop after a period of time. But as one significant factor among

several, inertia is imPortant.
ihe implication of inertia is that self-regulation can be achieved most

effectively if instigated as early as possible. Prevention will be easier and more

effective than interruption. ielf-ieg,rlation failure may therefore .gradually
snowball; the crucial tiring is for th. failute to get started, and once failure has

begun, then regaining arr? reasserting self-control will become progressively

more difficult.
But even the matter of snowballing is not as simple as it may seem. when

self-regulation begins to fail, there are oft.tt other factors that come into play'

These"lapse-activited ."ur., may be totally irrelevant to the onset of self-

reguiation failure, but they are decisive in transforming a minor failure into a

-"jo. breakdown. The next section will examine these.

LAPSE-ACTIVATED CAUSAL PATTERNS

There has been a great deal of attention-not only in the research litera-

rure, bur also in the pcipular press, in works of fiction, and even i' everyday

glrrrip-ro the factorc ih", .onrpire to bring a person to break the laq or a

i.rul,,tiu.r) or a diet, or a promiie, or some other commitment' That first step

that crosses over the irnaginary line is of considerable interest as well as dram:r'

This is quite iustified, After all, breakdowns in self-control do have to start

,,vith som. signal failure, a1d the first step is undoubtedly a central event iu

that story.
But it is not the r,vhole story. The one step across the line may be the only

one, and the person can sometimes step back quickly-that is, reassert self-

control. The first violation does not necessarily spell disaster. Sometimes, to be

Sure, the first step leads to another, and another, and another, until there is a

full-blown breakiown of self-regulatiou, but other times it doesn't. Some re-

searchers have focused their attention on just this issue of what causes some

missteps to .,snowball" inro large-scale breakdowns while others remain ntinor,

.*..prlon"l violations. The snowball metaphor is popular because it seetns trr

capture the notion of something growing larger a1d larger as it continues on its

way, just as a real snowball gro*t by prcking up snow when it is rolled across

a wintry field.
Tirere lapse-activated snowballing patterns have been documented by

some researchers under the rubric of abitinence uiolation effects (e.g., Marlatt,

1985). As the term implies:, they have been mainly noted by researchers working

with impulse control. Wh.n people break their diets or fall off the wagon or

Lapse-Activated Causal Patterns 23

indulge in other activities that they have forbidden tl-rernselves, they often find
that the initial lapse is quickly followed by a large-scale indulgence.

The key point here is that there are two sets of causes involved in self-
regulation failure. One set consists of the factors that lead to the first lapse in
self-control, that is, the first violation of one's program. The second set consists
of factors that transform the initial lapse intt'r a major binge. The second set

only comes into play when the first set has finished causing the lapse.

The "snowball" metaphor for self-regulatory breakdowns is thus clearly
inadequate, for two reasons. First, it leaves out the extremely important issue

of what causes the initial lapse. In terms of the metaphor, it skips the question
of where the initial, small snowball comes from. Second, not all lapses do end

up snowballing into wholesale self-regulatory breakdowns.
An adequate explanation of self-regulation failure may therefore have to

deal with two sets of causes which may be almost entirely separate. The first set

of causes produces the initial lapse. The lapse, however, activates a second set

of causes, which determine what happens next-in particular, wherher there is
a snowballing effect in which self-regulation breaks down extensively.

The recognition that two panels of causes may operate to cause failure is

not ne% even if theoretical models may change. Here is an account from Eva-
grius of Pontus, born in n.o. 345, whom Russeli (198S) called "the greatest of
the monastic psychologists." It is an elaboration of themes developed by the
great theologian Origen:

Our sor.rls, having fallcn frorn he aven and now being embedcled in the body, are bcnt, thcir
vision of God blurred. They are dorninated by emotional turn'rclils they c:tnrtot shakc off. . . . Frottr

turr.noil arise worldly desires, r.vl'rich open gates for the denrons lurking to attack Lrs. Watching us

carefu[y, Satan sees when wc are weakened by a p,rrticular desire and thcn scnds itrto the breach

clernonic troops suited rir.rd trr.rined to exploit that particular tcmptatiotr. l\lert to each tinl' brcach,

the clenror.rs pour througli the hole and enlarge the beachhcad. A desirc for a lvomatr nra.v quicke n

in a man's heart, for example; the demor.rs rvill rush in, flooding tl.rc rnind with lewd irrrages until lris

soul is ir boiling cauLdron. A woman may begin to dwcll too nruch upon the itrvestntents shc plrrns

for her financial secr-rrity; thc dernons will obsess her with lr1orley, turning need into greccl and

enslaving her to avarice. (quoted by Russell, 1988, p. 92)

Evagrius's explar-ration is especially relevant to a modern psychological
approach if one can dismiss the supernatural forces as being merely metaphoric
(which E,vagrius hirnself probably would not have done, to be sure). He explains
the initial lapse in ternrs of loss of strength as due to external stress :rnd the
mental ancl emotional overload of coping with the periodic difficulties of life.
Amid all thrrt turmoii, the person gives in to some ternptation and indulges
sorne impr-rlse. 

-l'hat 
act of yielding sets in motiou other forces (Satan's demons)

that enter the picture after the initial breach of proper behavior and he lp trans-
form the smallmisstep into a major breakdown.

As we shail find, emotion is often relevant to self-regulation failure-and
not necessarily in the way Evagrius suggested, as a cause of the initial weakness,

but rather as a factor that contributes to snowballing. In other words, emotions

rha matFrirl on rhis nao" 
"as 
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often enter the picture as lapse-activated causes. 'When a person violates a per-

sonal rule or goal or maxim, he or she may have an (often unexpected) emo-

tional response. That emotion may influence subsequent behavior and con-

tribute to the snowballing effect.
A vivid illustration of the role of emotion in lapse-activated causal pat-

terns is provided in research on extfamarital sex (see Lawson, 1988). Many
people (particularly men, according to Lawson) reportedly commit their first

".t 
tf infidetlty in a desire for sexual novelty and adventure, and they firmly

expect that the episode will remain a minor fling that will pose no threat to their

marriage. Once they begin, however, some of them find themselves falling in

love with the new sex partner. The affatr ceases to be casual and can indeed

lead to a breakup of the marriage. In short, the unexpected emotional reaction

ro the initial action helps produce a snowballing involvement that has serious

consequences.
More generally, there are multiple ways in which emotional responses to

an initial self-regulatory lapse can figure in lapse-activated causation and set the

snowball in rnotion. Emotion involves arousal, and it consumes and manipu-

lates attention; thus, it uses up both physical and mental strength that might

otherwise be available for self-stopping. In addition, sometimes the emotion

itself becomes a source of further motivations, such as a desire to continue to

have sex or a need to escape guilt. Someone who has long abstained from

alcohol or drugs, for example, may feel guilty aftet an initial lapse, and the

desire to blot the guilt out of his or her mind may prompt the person to consume

more of the forbidden substance.
One of the ironies of this duality of causal patterns is that certain factors

that may support self-regulation in the initial phase can turn about and contrib-
ute to self-regulatory failure in the second phase. As an example, consider zero-

tolerance beliefs, similar to the ones recently touted by American officials in
response to drug use. The zero-tolerance view is that no misstep, no violation,
."n b. allowed, because it will lead almost inevitably to disaster. There is no

gray area, no allowance made for minor indulgences, no sympathy of occa-

sional backsliding. Instead, all the attention and effort are focused on making

certain that self-regulation is 100% effective at preventing any lapse at all.

Zero-tolerance beliefs are promoted on the not unreasonable assumption

that if no one starrs taking drugs, no one will become addicted. There is no

danger of snowballing, of minor drugs serving as stepping stones to heavier,

more dangerous drugs, of growing disregard for the risks or rising enioyment

of the newly discovered pleasures. As such, these beliefs may well contribute to

help people avoid taking that first step across the line.

The problem with zero-tolerance beliefs, however, is that if a lapse does

happen these beliefs may contribute to subsequent snowballing. And because

p.opt. are not perfect and do not live absolutely by the rules 100% of the time,

io.n. of these lapses are likely to occur. Zero-tolerance beliefs catastrophize the

first step in order to frighten people away from taking it. Once they do take it,
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however, the catastrophe has already seemingly occurred, so there is no partic-
ular reason to stop there. Some people may believe that what really matters,
namely absolute compliance, has akeady failed with that first step (the first
drug experience, the first cookie that violates the diet, the first cigarette after
quitting, etc.), and so one might as well do some more. Others may notice that
no catastfophe occurred after all: One had sex, or smoked pot, or skipped
church, and instead of the feared cataclysm life went on just as before. Such

discoveries may serve to discredit the authoritative sources that warned one

against such indulgences in the first place. The person may then feel some extra
urge to explore or indulge further in this hitherto forbidden realm.

Thus, zero-tolerance beliefs can be compared to a military strategy of
puming all one's defenses on the front line, with no reserves. The front line is
defended maximally well; but if there is a breach, there is no fallback option,
and catastrophe ensues.

There are of course other factors that contribute to snowballing effects;

we have brought up the zero-tolerance beliefs here merely to illustrate how
exactly the same cause, such as a commitment to perfect abstinence, can aid
self-regulation and can also undermine and weaken it, depending on the phase

of self-regulatory failure. Zero-tolerance beliefs contribute to lapse-activated

causes by changing the meaning of an initial lapse. But this is getting ahead of
the story. First we must take a more thorough and systematic look at what
might cause the initial lapse.

RENEGADE ATTENTION

In reading the research literature on self-regulation, we were repeatedly

struck by the central role of attention. In all spheres of self-regulation-con-
trolling emotion, appetites and desires, performances, thought processes, and

the rest-the management of attention emerged as a significant factor. Not only

cessful self-regulation. In the first place, whatever is not noticed cannot
have much in the way of consequences, whereas things that receive extensive

attention tend to gain considerable power fo-t

;:

-Tffirtia 
principle furnishes another reason for the importance of at-

tenrion. The inertia principle holds that response chains will be harder and

harder to interrupt as they go on for longer amounts of time. The implication
for self-regulation is that the easiest and most effective approach will be to
intervene as e arly in the response process as oossible. Attending j3*gsgFurg-
*gttqgg i!;ii ingyrrahly.t[e fusr step jo .ogooiu.+%".q!1.-tg,-ffisp-there ts

raryofMedicinebyathirdpartyandmaybeprotectedbyU.s'copyrightlaw.
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relatively little inertia to overcome. I{r f;$llq#UjaL
is.fr eosunl.alstgrlggy-fg-a1

once the peffi-iffi-6fttoi of iit."ti""ls:Tffi&ulation becomes muchL ';r. lxr I
more difficult. Any stimulus that manages to capture the person's attention will 

"{
have a much improved chance of generating psychological reactions, such as , t'

impulses and desires, that will require ever greater exertions of self-regulatory
strength to overcome. For that reason, the best stl4!_eglmay be to prevent any
dangJro..rs or tempting stimulus to capt '

and more effective to avoid temptation than to resist it. A reformed alcoholic
niay do quite well in a setting where drinking is neither done nor discussed,

because there is little external cause to direct one's attention to the joys of the
grape. In contrast, it may be far more difficult to stay on the wagon if the person
resumes going to bars with his or her old friends who still drink.

The importance of managing attention leads to a seemingly paradoxical
prediction, namely that being preoccupied can have opposite effects on self-
regulation. On the one hand, if the person is seriously preoccupied with think-
ing about certain things, he or she may be less likely to notice tempting or
threatening stimuli, and so there will be less difficulty resulting from conflicting
impulses that need to be controlled. On the other hand, if such impulses do
arise, being preoccupied may make it more difficult for the person to control
them. 'We noted earlier that self-stopping apparently requires some mental re-
sources, and so self-stopping should become more difficult when people are

distracted, preoccupied, or operating under some other form of cognitive load.
Attending to the stimulus is not the only important attentional matter,

however. One can also think more or less about the standard or goal that self-
regulation is supposed to serve. Then, even when confronted with the threat-
ening or tempting stimulus, one may still manage to retain control.

The key to this second attentional trick can be designated as trAnscen-
dence.ln essence,, it involves seeing beyond the immediate stimulus environ-
ment. Other species, such as nonhuman animals, seem to find it very difficult to
respond to anything beyond the immediate stimulus environment, but human
beings can transcend their surroundings to an almost astonishing degree. In-
deed, the history of Christian martyrdom records many examples of individuals
acquiescing in their own certain death while singing hymns, which often made
a deep impression on their executioners and onlookers. Such responses were
possible because the martyrs were able to transcend the death-dealing stimuli
in their immediate environment and focus instead on their anticipated rebirth
and salvation in heaven. i

At a more mundane level, the dieter who passes up the dessert, or the
student who continues studying rather than stopping to play or rest, is engaging
in transcendence too. One refuses to respond merely to the immediate stimulus
and instead responds on the basis of more long-range, more abstract, or more
distal goals and standards.

Transcendence too has important implications for self-regulation
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Successful self-re ijften requires one to transcend the immediate stimu-
ffibiit. 'When, instead, the immediate stimulus environment floods

awareness and the person is unable to look beyond it, self-regulation will be

much more difficult. Thus, one important reason for losing control of atten-
tion-leading to self-regulation failure-occurs when the person becomes im-

mersed in the immediate present. The transition from a long-term, broadly
meaningful state of mind to a here-and.now, concrete focus is likely to accom-

pany and even cause many significant paggg;pg.-"O.fu,elf-regulatory breakdown.
The most likely mechanism of"t'iariicendence ftllure would involve cog-

nitive shifts that reject broadly me'*dfifiTffietEiffi'of thought in favor of at-

tending to immediate, concrete stimuli. Vallacher and Wegner (1985, 1,987)

provided an insightful and influential analysis of how any given act can be

conceptualized at multiple levels, ranging from high leveis (niarked by long-

range time spans and broadly meaningful implicatior-rs) to low levels (marked

by short-term immediacy and physical movement rather than meaning). Bau-

meister (1.991b) has applied this idea broadly to explain a variety of patterns

by which people seek to escape from self-awareness and unpleasant emotions.
Emotion depends on a broadly meaningful understanding, so emotions exist

mainly at high levels of thinking (see also Pennebaker, 1989). To escape from
emotional distress, people may therefore shift toward more immediate and low-
level styles of thinking.

Transcendence is linked to high levels of thinking, of course, so transcen-

dence would fail whenever people escape into immediate, concrete forms of
awareness. By the same token, inhibitions typically exist at highly meaningful
levels, because inhibitions usually focus on a meaningful action (e.g., murder)
rather than low-level acts (e.g., moving a finger in a way that would pull a gun's

trigger). Inhibitions (and other forms of self-control) are thus weakened or even

removed when awareness shifts down to low levels of meaning.

In general, therefore, we slou]d fi.t1d that transcendence facilitates self--

regularrs!. wh.n-p."or.,l TtrfifiiifrfrT
"ffiftvenrs *ith ,.f.r.nce to long-range meanings and implications, they

should be able to exert substantial control over themselves and override many

impulses. In contrast, when they become immersed in the here and now and

their awareness focuses on mere movements and sensations, self-control will
cease to be effective.

ROLLING THE SNOWBALL

Th how self- n begin,

thro nd thro failure of stre ese are

ffi'ffiru;"th"t .",tt. peoptJ i" s;ffi;'r,63flffi 6 t offense,

first sin, first backslide, and so forth. The major instances of self-regulation
failure, however, go far beyond the first step. Indeed, they often seem so extremefailure

il##r h.## r# $q,#n, #* *{#r**#\u"r,:,
,]
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that one wonders how the same person could have maintained self-regulation

so 
'*fu1p 

ro that point and then lost control to such an extreme. The reason is

;-* *;gff inin6, laps.^-ay set off various reactions that escalate what might other-

* - -*l;1*ffi 
* 

*ise have been a minor lapse into a major breakdown. 
'We turn our attention

- ,\F{' 
- 

.ro* ro rhese orher factors-in other words, to the lapse-activated causes and

.:"*f"-n*, , rhe resultant snowballing of self-regulation failure.
"*i.:r f r '!fe have already mentioned two of the factors that can cause snowballing.

i eirsr^ we noted how zero-tolerance beliefs change their meaning and signifi-
i * " . " ";;;"".***rrrXffiffi..r* rhese beliefs may support self-control as

long as the person can live up to standards, but once a lapse has occurr:d*gg
tol.-r"n.. U"fiefs teqd q.9 i.-qpjy",qb."t thq giy;e-.!q alr"esd#J"asf*a{td 't-g!h5y -*tvffi?idi ft il, " ;"6t;#i' tr;inl i- aru ; i;' ; JT;.fr ilse] J;.;";a; K ; trdT

*3tf,bb:A'rfdffit .Str Tffitttetfere with sub-

sequent self-regulatory efforts'
i Another iactor tir"t *"y often contribute to snowballing of self-regulatory

failure is a reduction of monitoring.we have already noted that successful self-

regulation depends on monitoring oneself so as to compare one's actions and

cir"cnmsta.rces against the desired standards. Ceasing to monitor oneself can

contribute to 
"n| 

phase of self-regulation failure, but there are reasons to think

that in many ca_sq;[ig-gsp9c-1a,lfr ,{glg.Lelt""t"g*lpp.:*"srlval# Pat-ter.n5* More

precisely, the ffion's reaction to the initial lapse may be to stop monltorlng.

For e*"pple, ihe person may feel guilty about the initial misstep and in order

ro pr.u.r, the feelings of guilt 
"nd 

,.-orse may make efforts to avoid self-

^*rr.rr.rr. 
Once p.olt. stop monitoring, it becomes essentially impossible to

. regulate themselves further.
: Reduction of monitoring is actually common to several patterns that

may produce snowballing of self-regulation failure. Indeed, zero-tolerance be-

i li.fr -ry even sometimes work by undermining the person's monitoring ef-

forts, because they suggest that there is no longer any point in monitoring

i oneself'
Some byproducts of self-regulatory lapses may also weaken the tendency

to monitor oneself. For example, if one consequence of self-regulatory failure is

to drink alcoholic beverages, the person may become unable to monitor. One

, of the direct effects of alcohol consumption is a reduction in self-awareness

I (Hull, 1981): People lose the capacity to think about themselves, evaluate them-

:;'ff :ilrfl :i;l,n:';'::::'Ti:ii:i:il3,,'ll'iJliff ff i:':il.""""x'fi ::

i
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as a reforming alcoholic, who is trying to avoid drinking, may find that one
small violation of being "on the wagon" may quickly snowball lnto a drunken
binge. A reason for this is that the first drink already weakens the capacity to
reflect on one's actions, and so the second drink is easier to take than-the drst,
and quickly the person loses count.

Other forms of self-indulgence may also bring an immersion in immediate
sensory pleasure that has the same effect, even without the psychophysiological
basis, that alcohol has. Thus, the fanatical dieter may find that the first bite of
cheesecake after a long period of bland, dull diet food tastes so wonderful that
the mind becomes lost in the pleasing sensations and hence stops monitoring
what.one is doing. Again, the person may quickly lose counr of hiw many bites
have been had, until three pieces have beerconsumed and the person is bioated
and suffering from indigestion.

Another, particularly interesting pattern is that qf sbtrailng dls#Fjiprn
some cases, the first lapse of self-regulation may lead, futr@urqjJy, o,
relaxation, but to emotional distress. The person may feel guilt% o, -orri.d, o1.
disappointed with the self because of having lost seif-control, iio-.u., briefly.
(Zero-tolerance beliefs may especially foster such reactions, because they mag-
nify the supposed consequences of any misstep.) This distress is associated
with attending to the self, and so it makes it doubly unpleasant to be aware of
self. To be sure, some people may respond to this by^stepping up their self-
monitoring in order to make certain that this does not hapfen-again, but un-
doubtedly there are many who will be less inclined to moniior themselves when
every thought of self brings new distress. In these cases, a vicious cycle develops.
Each violation of one's standards brings negative affect, which makes it un-
pleasant to be self-aware, so the person avoids monitoring his or her own be-
havior, which makes further violations possible. The longer this goes on, rhe
more unpleasant it is to resume monitoring oneself, because one must recognize
that one has severely violated one's desired patterns of behavior.

***:_q-lils"*^t,.iTtN"e_Jl:T3,tr5,x

A tlreoretically.elusive but very important issue is whether people acrually. lk{s-6'4+.+#]r.'

l.f , js::::1":l-::rg*n'isTgffiu'n-il"-il^fi ffi fr fr -:Vtruffi ffi rEilf,frTfl f6ili;.'i#"
tatlure ln terms of depletion of strength and other causes. These make it seem
that such failure is something that happens to a person, something that the
person is more or less powerless to prevent. On the other hand, ,oir. would
argue that people allow themselves to fail, that they cooperare in rheir own
failure ro exerr self-control.

Part of the interest in the issue of acquiescence comes from moral issues.
If people cannot help what they are doing, then presumably they cannot be
blamed for their self-regulatory failures. On the other hand, if ihe conscious selfuCe the effectiveness of self-regulation. A

r-l,rroirl * tt i* oaoe was coDied from $e collection ofthe National Library of Medicine by a third party and may b€ protected by U s. copyright law.
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actively participates in abandoning self-control, then the person bears some

responsibility for the results of his or her actions.

Given the moral (and legal) implications of this debate., there are powerful
and outspoken voices in the national media taking sides. Alcoholics and drug

addicts wish to be regarded as helpless and relatively innocent victims of genetic

predispositions and of external, evil influences, rather than as irresponsible, self-

indulgent pleasure seekers. Criminals wish their violent acts to be ascribed to
"irresistible impulses" rather than to be regarded as deliberate choices.

Acquiescence is also ilxportant for the basic theoretical understanding of
self-regLrlation failure. Thus, the strength model could be taken to imply that

acquiescence has nothing to do with it; when the person's strength is gone, self-

regulation will inevitably fail. Yet while that may be true, most self-regulation

failures probably do not occur when the person's strength is completely gone.

The person is merely tired, rather than fully exhausted; and in such circum-

stances, the person may choose to allow self-regulation to fail, because the

tiredness makes the exertion cf self-control that much more unappealing. The

person does not wish to put forth the effort that would be required for success-

ful self-regulation.
The issue of acquiescence has been in the background of several factors

we have discussed. For example, one could object to our analysis of how people

stop monitoring their behavior after an initial lapse occurred by saying that the

person must be cooperating-acquiescing-in the cessation of monitoring. The

dieter could counr the number of bites, if necessary. The binge drinker is contin-

uing to raise the glass to the lips and to pour or order another drink. The person

is thus not a helpiess, passive victim of being overwhelmed by forces that make

self-regulation impossible; rather, in a sense the person chooses to stop keeping

track of his or her own behavior and thus actively allows self-regulation to fail
(see Peele, 1989).

Although it is very difficult to obtain decisive empirical data regarding the

issue of acquiescence, \ ,e suspect that acquiescence is the norm, not the excep-

tion. It is rare that human behavior is the result of inner forces that the person

is entirely helpless to stop or control. Going on a week-long drinking binge is

not like the involuntary blinking of the eyes when a blast of hot air hits the face.

In explaining self-regulation failure, therefore, the model of human behavior is

less one of deterministic cause-and-effecr than one of explaining why people

allow themselves to lose control.
Often there are porverful factors that contribLrte to the person's Ac-

quiescence. In particular, many circumstances make people want to lose self-

awareness, to escape from themselves and forget about the image of self they

are projecting to the world (see Baumeister, 1991,a). When people have had a

bad day, or things have made them lose their sense of being a worthy person,

or even when the stress of maintaining an acceptable public image becomes

excessive, people may want to "let their hair down" and cease being self-aware.

A small sensory indulgence such as a couple of drinks or some tasty dessert may
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often be part of such a relaxation. But these people will then be extra susceptible
to the tendency to cease monitoring after the initial indulgence, because they
are preciseiy wanting to escape from self-awareness.

There may indeed be some cases under which self-regulation is literally
impossible and so it fails without any acquiescence by the individual. Undoubt-
edly there are other cases where people simply allow their self-control to lapse.
In the subsequent chapters, we shall examine many forms of self-regulation
failure, and these will offer some basis for addressing the question of whether
people are to some extent responsible participants in these failures.

M ISREG U LATION

Our discussion thus far iras focused on things that may prevent people
frorn engaging in self-regulation. But this is not the only kind of self-regr-rlation
failure. It is also possible for people to engage in active efforts at self-regula-
tion-bur to do so in a way that is nonoptimal or counterproductive. In such
cases, self-regulation failure may also occur-not because of a lack of try-
ing, but because one used a technique or method that produced some result
different from the desired one. In a word, it rs misregulation, rather than under-
regulation.

It seems safe to say that the majority of rnisregulation patterns involve
some kind of deficiency in knowledge, especiaily self-knowledge. The essence
of misregulation is that the person tries to engage in self-regulation and knows
what effect is wanted, but the regulatory methods produce the wrong effect.
The methods must therefore be flawed in some way. If the person knew what
the effects of these methods would actuaily be, he or she would not use them.

The knowledge flaws that lead to self-misregulation can have their origins
in multiple places. After all, people are well stocked with beliefs that are simply
false (see Gilovich, 1,991). Future chapters will examine many ways in which
false assumptions can originate,, leading to misregulation of self. Let r-rs just
briefly review some of them here.

First, there is the problem of ouergeneralizatic-in. People may assume that
what works for one problem in one setting will work elsewhere. Thus, for
example, many people feel better after consuming a sm:rll anlount of alcohol,
but in fact alcohol nlrrows attention, and so under sorne circumstances alcohol
can sinrply focus the minci even more strorrgly on one's troubles (Steele & Jo-
sephs, 1990). When depressed people self-medicate by drinking heavily, they
may end up feeling even more depressed (e.g., Doweiko, 1990).

Another factor may be the desire to believe that one can exert control e ven
when one cannot, and so one intervenes with occasionally disruptive conse-
quences. A good analogy is much of premodern medicine. Lacking valid tech-
niques for curing illness, but feeling pressure to do somerhing, premodern
physicians resorted to various techniques (such as bleeding the patient or even
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cutting holes into the skull) that often did more harm than good. As we shall
see, some major patterns of failure at task performance result from just such an
attempt to control the uncontrollable.

A third source of distortion in self-knowledge is motivated. People.want
to have particular beliefs about themselves, and these may influence people's
efforts to regulate themselves. In particular, people tend to exaggerate rheir
abilities and other good points, and these exaggerations may lead to patterns of
overcommitment.

Lastly, the culture may support various beliefs that can hamper optimal
self-regulation. For example,, American culture fosters the belief that persistence
will eventually lead to success. Although persistence undoubtedly increases
one's chances of success in many cases, it can also increase the danger of costly
setbacks in others', because persistence in a failing or losing endeavor may com-
pound a person's losses.

Misregulation also occurs in some cases because people focus their self-
regulatory efforts on the wrong aspect of their behavior. There are two major
patterns of this. First, people may sometimes try to control things that are not
inherently controllable. Seligman (1994) has argued that people's efforts ro
control their lives and make themselves better are often thwarted by focusing
on things that they cannot control. For exampie, nearly ail researchers agree
that most adult women cannot make themselves be as thin as the fashion mod-
els that appear on magazine covers. Indeed, the models themselves may often
be unable to be that thin; some publications use computer image alteration
techniques to stretch the pictures of models, thereby making the women seem
thinner. Despite the impossibilitl'of these ideals, and despite evidence that mosr
men do not really want their wives and girlfriends to be so extremely thin, many
women diet for years and do other things to try to make themselves conform to
those ideals.

The second pattern involves focusing particularly on controlling one's
emotions rather than on controlling whatever is the primary concern. Alcohol
and drug problems may arise, for example, because people consume these sub-
stances as a way of making themselves feel better. Even though they know that
excessive consumption may be bad for them, they focus their self-regulatory
efforts on their emotional distress rather than on their substance abuse. In a

similar vein, people may withdraw effort from a task in order to protect their
feelings from the danger of failure, even though they would be better off in the
long run to focus their self-regulatory efforts on making themselves persist in
order to perform better.

Summary and Conclusion

failure to control oneself. Misregulation consists of controlling oneself in a
fashion that produces an undesirable or counterproductive outcome.

'We 
began our analysis of underregulation with the three basic ingredients

of self-regulation, as suggested in Chapter 1,, namely standards, monitoring,
and the capacity to alter behavior so as to bring it into line with the standards.
A deficiency with any of those will tend to bring about self-regulation failure.

Standards are the conceptions of how one ought ro act or be. \when people
lack standards, or when they have multiple and conflicting srandards, self-
regulation becomes difficult or even impossible.

Effective self-regulation also depends on monitoring oneself and one's
behavior with respect to the standards. Accordingly, self-regulation failure will
become more likely when people cease or fail to monitor themselves. When
people stop keeping track of what they are doing or become unable (or unwill-
ing) to pay attention to themselves, self-regulation r,vill be impaired.

The most important aspect of the ability to alrer one's behavior-rhe im-
plementation 

"rp.it of self-regulation-is a form of srrength. Even despite hav-
ing clear standards and effective monitoring, people may fail at self-regulation
because they lack the strength to alter their behavior in the desired fashion. Self-
regr-rlatory strength is akin to the colloquial concept of willpower, although it is
necessary to remain cautious and skeptical about incorporating such concepts
into psychological theory.

There are several rnain reasons that strength may be inadequate for ef-
fective self-regulation. There may be a chronic lack of srrength, such as if the
person is weak. This notion is closest to the conventionalconcepr of willpower,
and it suggests that certain people who lack self-discipline will tend to be vul-
nerable to many different forms of self-regulation failure ar nlany rimes. In
principle, howeveE people could build up their strength over rime by practicing
self-control or learning to regulate themselves effectively.

Alternatively, strength may be temporarily low' either because they are
simply tired or because their strength has been deplered by recenr exerrions.
Self-regulation failure may therefore occur when people are exhausred, such as
late in the evening, or during times of stress, when there are many competing
demands on one's self-regulatory capacity.

Lastly, strength may be inadequate simply because the impulse or behav-
ior is itself too strong to overcome. Most people can conrrol their appetites to
some degree, for example,, but if they are deprived of food for long enough the
desire to eat may become overwhelming.

Several additional concepts are relevant to underregulation. lnertia refers
to the principle that behaviors in progress are more difficult ro override and
overcome than behaviors that have not yet begun. Partly because of inertia,, the
management of attention is generally a crucial aspect of effective self-regulation,
because it is the first step in information processing. Self-regulation failure will
therefore tend to be marked by a loss of control over attenrion.

Effective self-regulation often requires adopting a iong-range perspecrive

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this chapter we presented some central concepts for understanding self-
regulation failure. There are two main forms. Underregulation consists of a
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that invokes distal outcomes and higher values-in other words, transcending
the immediate situation. One particular form of loss of control of attention is

therefore transcendence failure, in which the person loses the capacrty to see

beyond the immediate situation and begins responding mainly to immediate,

salient environmental cues.
Unlike underregulation, misregulation occurs despite the fact that the per-

son is successfully controlling his or her own behavior. The person is simply
doing this in a counterproductive fashion. Misregulation often arises from
faulty assumptions about the self, the world, or the consequences of certain
acions. It also arises when people try to control things that cannot be effectively
controlled or when they devote their self-regulatory efforts toward protecting

their emotions and feelings instead of focusing on the task or problem itself.

Many serious instances of self-regulation failure involve two groups of
causes. The firsr set of causes consists of what leads the person to begin the

behavior. The second set, which may only become apparent after that point,
rransforms the initial behavior into a large-scale breakdown.'We have chosen

to designate this second set as lapse-actiuated causes, in order to indicate both
the switching from one set of contingencies to another and the subsequent

escalation (snowballing) of the self-regulatory failure. One example of a lapse-

activated causal pattern would be that an initial misdeed creates an emotional
reaction that leads to another misdeed, in a vicious cycle. Some causes can even

facilitate self-regulation at one stage but hamper it in the other. For example,

highly moralistic or absolutist beliefs that catastrophize any misdeed at all may
help the person resist the temptation to commit the first misdeed, but if the first
misdeed does nonetheless occut such beliefs then imply that there is nothing
left to lose and the person is a hopeless failure, which may then undermine
any effort to srop the self-regulation failure from snowballing into a major

breakdown.

Part ll

Controlling Thoughts,
Feelings, and Actions
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